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PREFACE

Shortly after Professor K. William Kapp's death
in April 1976, Professor Roy Preiswerk of the Univer
sity of Geneva assembled a set of papers by Professor
Kapp on trends and difficulties in the contemporary
development of the social sciences.
The collection
was designed to complement another volume of Professor
Kapp's
papers
on social
costs
and
industrial
and
environmental problems.*
Upon Professor Preiswerk' s
most untimely death in 1982, it became my task to com
plete the job, with added introductory matter where
indicated.
It is an honor for me to present the work
of my late friends and colleagues in this form.

Hempstead, New York
September 1984

John E. Ullmann

*K. William Kapp, Social Costs, Economic Development
and Environmental Disruption, J. E. Ullmann (ed.).
(Lanham, MD: University Press of America, 1983).
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INTRODUCTION
Roy Preiswerk and John E.

Ullmann

The present collection of papers addresses itself
to the ever more urgent problem of the future of the
social sciences, of their structures and objectives,
and of what one may reasonably expect in the way of
useful results for the shaping of the future organiza
tion of human society.
The papers are presented at a
time of major crisis in the social sciences in which a
combination of generalized disappointment, political
pressures
of
various
kinds
and
an
increasingly
troubled global economy combine to call into question
many of the problem solutions hitherto generated by
social scientists in various fields.
Professor
K•.
William
Kapp
(1910-1976),
who
authored these papers, was an economist whose inter
ests stretched much beyond his specific field because
he early on took the view that economists simply could
not take a narrow and parochial attitude towards their
field; that the shaping of the economy could not be
undertaken without careful attention to other aspects
of society, and that especially the implementation of
economic policy required attention to other aspects of
the social sciences.
Professor Kapp is perhaps best known for his work
on the social costs of economic activities, focusing,
in his later years, on the environmental effects of
industria1ization. 1
The requirements of the social
sciences in the modern context, however, also concern
him greatly and his interest was reflected in a 1961
volume, Toward a Science of Man in Soci ety 2 as well as
the collection of articles presented here,
two of
which precede the book while others follow up, ending
with one completed just before his death in 1976.
The current crisis of the social sciences has its
roots in a basic controversy over what the social
sciences are really supposed to accomplish.
A science
generally may be considered as a purely investigative
process, that is, as a way of generating new knowledge
and understanding.
In doing so, it must be descrip
tive and analytical and ultimately be able to define
regularities
of behavior,
processes
of change and
other phenomena that usually are identified as the re
sults of scientific endeavor.
Its ultimate success in
this sense is the predictive value of these results.
ix
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A second very important pOint, however, is the
role of the social sciences in publiC policy formula
tion.
This requires a judgment as to what ought to be
and of how to get there; in other words, the results
are used prescriptively as well as predictively.
It
is in this area that much of the controversy has
arisen, primarily because of the way in which social
science and scientists have associated with govern
ments of various kinds.
In the last generation, this
association has had powerful ef·fects on such social
elements as health care, the legal structure, human
rights, civil liberties and the rights of minorities,
environmental problems, working conditions and the
organization
of
work
generally,
personal
conduct,
family structure, cultural patterns, and many other
aspects of human life.
Inevitably,
the
formulation
of
the
public
policies underlying all this ran into political con
flicts.
In
the United
States
particularly,
the
eventual outcome was a sustained attack on what may
loosely be called the liberal resolutions of social
science problems.
Whether conservative or neo-con
servative,
the
attack
has
been
rather
basic
and
fundamental, perhaps expressing itself best by the
increasingly prevalent clich~ to the effect that "it
is useless to throw money at problems."
At times,
this attack takes the form of questioning the very
desirability of human beings organizing themselves in
order to solve common problems; at the very least, the
undesirability of spending money is put forth as a
policy in itself, without realizing that, conversely,
~ throwing money at the problem will not make it go
away either.
This is not the place in which to
recount the arguments and counterarguments in major
detail.
Much of Professor Kapp's work in this volume
addresses itself to these problems, albeit within a
framework
of
civilized
academic
discourse
and
disputation,
rather
than
the
more
polemical
environments of public debate.
Nevertheless,
the
existence
of
the
current
at tack
and
resulting
controversies makes the whole subject highly topical.
As matters are again called into question that had
been presumed to have been definitively settled, as
poliCies discredited years ago are again being touted,
Kapp's clarion call for a humanization of the social
sciences
is
a welcome counter to these basically
defeatist sentiments.
A

major

problem

in

the

x
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not actually posed by an adversarial condition between
governments on the one hand and social scientists on
the other.
Rather, social scientists themselves are
to be found on both sides of the issue.
In the United
States, neo-conservative critics are frequently social
scientists themselves even though they may still rep
resent
minority
opinions
within
their
respective
disciplines.
The conflict within the social sciences, however,
is frequently not merely a result of different results
from scient ific analysis.
Rather, it often is a con
flict between those who trim their sails in accordance
with government policies in order to retain a position
at the seats of power (or, perhaps more precisely, at
its footstools), and those who are guided by broader
visions of professional purpose.
As the economic
crisis deepens and security diminishes in the wake of
an accelerating arms race, the conflict is increas
ingly between those
concerned with allocating the
sacrifices required by such a widespread deteriora
tion, and those who see the purpose of the social
sciences as bringing improvements in the human condi
tion.
For those in the former group, the implementa
tion of policies is determined first of all by working
backwards from the ever more burdensome budgetary
constraints.
The criteria of human needs which Kapp
wants to see as the essential starting point of the
social sciences, take a poor second place.
In the United
States, a
further complicating
factor
arises
from
some
severely
misunderstood
historical experiences.
The view is firmly entrenched
that the social reforms of the New Deal in the 1930's
had really failed to heal the economy and that the
Depression only ended as a result of the boom as
preparations for World War II accelerated.
However,
it is at least equally clear that if $80 billion ($500
billion in 1984 dollars) had been pumped into the
economy for any constructive purpose, like housing,
transportation, or new industrial investment, instead
of the war effort, the Depress ion would have ended
equally effectively and with more productive implica
tions for the nation's future.
This alleged experi
ence
was
further
reinforced
by
the
fairly
rapid
elimination of Great Society programs as the Vietnam
War was escalated.
This time, of course, there was no
boom, only inflation, and general industrial deterior
ation, a condition that became known as stagflation.
Nevertheless,
the
disappointing
results
of
these
xi

programs are being ascribed to their inherent defects
rather than to the equally plausible point that they
never had a chance since they were never adequately
funded.
As
a
result,
governments
appear
to have no
difficulty in finding social scientists of one sort or
another who can propound quite seriously policies that
would have been considered completely unacceptable but
a short while ago.
This condition is most obviously
prevalent
within
economics
itself,
as
economic
miseries are being accepted that, again but a short
while ago, would have been considered politically dis
astrous for those responsible for them.
As far as
social scientists are concerned, however, this has led
to something of a crisis of integrity.
It is a condition with a long history.
The Roman
philosopher Phaedras already notes that "alliance with
the powerful is never safe."
In a scathing attack on
"establishment" intellectuals, Malcolm Muggeridge says
"there is nothing worse for intellectuals than to
attach themselves to authority, other than for money,
or for fun at authority's expense; or, as happened in
the case of Voltaire and Frederick the Great, for both
it is difficult to think of a single case of a
writer whose talent has not been contaminated to the
point of extinction by association with authorit~
on
other
than
hostile
or
subversive
terms."
Muggeridge's notoriously pessimistic out look may per
haps have rendered this comment somewhat extreme.
Yet, anyone who has participated in debates over
public policy in the last generation has had reason to
be appalled at social sc ientists who lend their names
and reputations to the propagation of utter nonsense,
to the resuscitation of views which, one had hoped,
had been consigned to the scrap yards of intellectual
history and, worst of all, to providing intellectual
legitimacy to a whole range of governmental cruelties
and ineptitudes. 4
K. William Kapp's critique of contemporary social
science includes a clear awareness of the dire conse
quences of such policies, notably in the area of
environmental disruption and damage.
He notes that in
economics in particular, a neglect of such factors in
analysis had the advantage, if one can call it that,
of making the work easier at the expense, however, of
often rendering the interpretations it offered useless
from a practical viewpoint.
Elegance of model build-
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ing superseded the traditional practical objective of
science of being correct in the way nature was viewed
and interpreted. Kapp sought a way out of these prob
lems in a restructuring of the social sciences, in a
plea for their return to providing an essential ser
vice to humanity, that could lead to better lives for
many or perhaps for all.
In his own field of economics, his was a powerful
voice in defining institutional economics which he
viewed as requiring the integration of economics with
other scientific disciplines.
Since Thorstein Veblen
initiated this approach among economists, no one has
gone as far in exploring other fields of knowledge
related to economics as K. William Kapp.
He does not
hesitate to assert that there "are no purely economic
problems" and consequently, "there can be no legiti
mate boundary lines which separate economic analysis
from the allied and related fields of social investi
gations.
There is no autonomous problem of economic
growth and development.
As soon as we try to ascer
tain why some countries are underdeveloped and others
are not, we come upon interconnecting circles within a
process of cumulative causation rather than purely
economic factors such as scarcities or shortages.
In
short, the so-called problem of economic development
turns out to be not an economic problem but a socio
cultural and political problem involving far-reaching
structural changes."5
In his pioneering book, Toward a Science of Man
in Society, Kapp uses insights from anthropology,
biology, history, philosophy, physics, political sci
ence, psychology, social psychology,
sociology and
theology.
But his basic criticism of "pure economics·
dates back much further.
In 1943, for instance, when
he was 33 years old, he severely criticized the fic
tion of a "homo oeconomicus," i.e., of the reduction
of human beings to the roles of producers or con
sumers. 6
Thus rationality, a useful concept for the
description of human behavior, is turned into a norm,
with the implication that those who are not conforming
to
the economist's
idea of
rational behavior are
either backward or socially deviant.
For instance, a
"purely" economic analysis of consumer behavior would
consider its psychological components as given without
making any value judgments about them.
But. as Kapp
points out. this raises three problems.
First. he
questions the extent to which the consciousness of the
researcher is free from values when he makes claims
xiii

about the psychology of the consumer.
Second, trying
to keep values outside the scope of one's analysis is
an
epistemological
choice
with
ideological
conse
quences.
In
a
positivistic
approach,
what
the
"victim" of research, the consumer in this case, says,
is right and can be treated as a "fact." Third, needs
are largely socio-culturally determined and manipu
lated through sales techniques and advertising.
In
short, the concept of a universally valid economic
rationality helps to legitimize the homogenization of
behavior in the most diverse societies. 7
K.
William Kapp's critique of
the
claims of
economics as an exact science thus goes back to the
time when economists were breaking new ground, power
fully
aided by new mathematical models
and
tech
niques.
Of course he did not think he was alone in
his criticism; in fact he pays tribute to a series of
economists who "throughout the nineteenth and twen
tieth
century
subjected
classical
and
neo
classical economics, the dominant orthodoxy of their
time, to a searching critique ..... 8
Kapp's origi
nality lies in the scope of his criticism and in the
wide range of knowledge drawn from other disciplines
that he was able to integrate into his work as an
economist.
In the course of this continuous process
of widening his cognitive horizon, two trends became
his central preoccupations.
They were the compart
mentalization of knowledge and the dehumanization of
the social sciences.
In Toward a Science of Man in Society, Kapp
concentrates on the increasing compartmentalization of
knowledge and its negative consequences for the fur
ther development of science.
In the present book, we
have compiled a series of papers, spanning a period of
26 years (1950-1976), in which he deals with various
aspects
concerning
the
humanization
of
social
sciences.
Thus the volumes do not overlap, but are
complementary.
The links between the two problems, as
we shall see in more detail further on, are obvious.
At the end of
his major work on
integration of
knowledge, Kapp stresses the need for a more humane
social science.
If the social sciences were more
integrated,
"the
science of man in society would
reverse the general trend toward the dehumanization of
social inquiry which regards social processes as sub
ject to natural forces over which man has but little
control.
While this dehumanization is the ultimate
outcome of the departmentalized and formal analysis of
xiv
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models of autonomous fictitious systems, an integrated
social science would make man and human needs both the
starting point and the intellectual center of its
scientific preoccupations.
Indeed, by making man and
his essential needs for the first time the measure of
our institutional arrangements and moral standards, a
unified science of man in society would be one of the
most important steps in the direction of a
true
scientific humanism that will be capable of humanizing
not only social inquiry but human society as well.,,9
Such views indicate that K. William Kapp was a
visionary in his generation.
He spoke out on issues
some forty years ago that are only now receiving some
attention (even if limited) from other social scien
tists, governments and international organizations.
It was only in 1972 that a President of the World Bank
began to speak of basic human needs and only in 1977
that the United Nations University (just created)
started a program on Human and Social Development, in
which new values -- including qualitative ones -- were
postulated as indicators of development.
K. William Kapp was among the very first modern
economists who clearly expressed their disappointment
with the performance of their discipline.
Physicists
had their awakening in Hiroshima and many of those who
contributed to the development of atomic weapons never
overcame that trauma.
There have been many "economic
Hiroshimas" in the world since 1945 if one considers
the destruction of the natural environment or the
number of people who have died of starvation. Putting
it less dramatically, the global increase in economic
misery
likewise
testifies
to
the inadequaCies of
economic analysis and the policies that in large part
come from it.
It is true that the power of social scientists to
change social reality is relatively limited.
This,
however, derives from the peculiar conception of sci
ence imposed on scientists by ruling powers and which
the latter have largely accepted.
In an earlier sci
entific tradition, scientific pursuit was considered a
good in itself.
Knowledge was produced for the sake
of knowledge.
Then it became accepted that knowledge
producers should influence decision-makers and inform
public opinion of their findings.
The present prob
lems have created a condition where scientists must
finally decide whether people should have a say in
what research is to be carried out, by whom and for
xv

whom, whether science is to express itself in language
that everyone can understand, and whether they are
prepared to act with people in the implementation of
their findings as professional knowledge-producers.
An eVidently riSing tide of political and politico
religious obscurantism shows the risks to all, scien
tists and non-scientists alike, in such reformulation
of agendas and social relationships.
As Kapp argues
convincingly in Chapter 4 of this volume, the dehuman
ization of social scientific thought is obviously a
parallel phenomenon to the dehumanization of social
reality.
The
practical
question
about
Kapp's
social
science epistemology is how he envisages change.
Can
science be humanized in an inhuman environment?
Kapp
believes that scientists are partly responsible for
the dehumanization of society and that they must now
assume responsibility for redressing the situation as
part of their professional ethics.
In a real sense,
they must put their organizational and intellectual
house in order.
Kapp makes four points in this con
nection.
First, a de-emphasis of overspecialization and
the integration of social knowledge will contribute to
the humanization of science.
One can also put it the
other way around and say, with Kapp (see Chapter 1)
that the "humanization of the science of economics
(calls for] an assimilation to its specific purposes
of a validated concept of man and human nature and
••• an inquiry into the repercussions of institutional
arrangements
of
human development"
and
that
this
"points the way ••• to the solution of the problem of
integration of social knowledse
..
This cannot be
done through a return to pre-positivistic science. to
some ancient philosophy or religion, nor through the
repudiation of contemporary
research techniques of
empirical
data-gathering.
A
new
social
science
epistemology
cannot
simply
consist
of
doing
the
opposite of what is rejected (see Chapter 5).
It can
only
be
found
through
a
process
of
dialectical
imagination. retaining some of the acquired knowledge
and
methodology,
abandoning some,
and
adding
new
values, ideas and data.
Similarly. an alternative
life style aimed at the humanization of the social
environment will not be achieved through the return to
a romanticized pre-industrial way of life or a renun
ciation of technological developments.
The problem is
how to utilize contemporary science and technology in
xvi

a different way (see Chapter 4).
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different way (see Chapter 4).

At this point in the development of science, most
scientists
consider
the
idea
of
integration
as
utopian, and they occasionally speak of it with con
tempt.
Kapp expresses the hope that "we may still see
the day when the term dilettante and amateur refers to
those who
insist upon viewing social
problems
in
isolation from their social context and are willing to
analyze
models
with
linear
relationships
without
reference to the social space or time (or sociocul
tural environment) in which such relationships may
actually occur, "I 0
He pOints to the danger of social
research degenerating into "a series of meaningless,
isolated and trivial studies,"
But "there can and
must be specialization.
In fact there will be experts
who devote themselves to the full-time study of par
ticular problems but such specialization will be in
accordance with
the nature of
the
problems under
investigation,
Instead of studying merely separate
aspects of vital social problems from the perspective
of a particular discipline as in the past, the social
scientist
trained
in the
techniques
of integrated
social analysis is committed not only to view the
problems wi thin the social context but to follow his
problems wherever they may lead,,,11
As J. M. Clark
said;
this comprehensiveness is scientific even
if it involves some sacrifice of other qualities for
which science likes to strive,,,12
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The second major aspect of Kapp's epistemology,
linked like many others to the preceding one, is the
transdisciplinary use of common concepts,
He started
simply with the concepts of man and human nature and
later, in his 1961 book, went into more detail by
developing man and culture as the two central concepts
involving
the elements
of
"social
context,
social
structure, social process, social causality, social
law,
social
reality,
social action,
and
time and
space,,,13
There could of course be many more, such as
function, role, relativity, dignity or equity.
All of
these could
be of
great
relevance
to
psychology,
social psychology, sociology, anthropology as well as
economics.
Unfortunately,
for
reasons which stem
partly from the institutional structure of uni versi
ties and are partly linked to the professional pride
and interests of specialists, most disciplines tend to
monopolize
certain
concepts;
economics
deals
with
wealth,
political science with power, anthropology
with culture, sociology with society, and SO on.
It
xvii

is not certain, in spite of frequent obeisances toward
interdisciplinary approaches, whether social scien
tists really mean it when they say that these separa
tions are now outdated and will soon be overcome.
For
the present, compartmentalization helps keep things
"simple" and thus leads to the fallacy succinctly
defined by Daniel Yankelovich: 14
The first step is to measure whatever can be
easily measured.
This is okay as far as it
goes.
The second step is to disregard that
which can't be measured or give it an arbi
trary quantitative value.
This is artifi
cial and misleading.
The third step is to
presume that what can't be measured easily
really isn't very important. This is blind
ness.
The fourth step is to say that what
can't
be easily measured really
doesn't
exist.
This is suicide.
This brings us to a third point!
it concerns the
choice of the most relevant disciplines in which an
economist should have enough basic knowledge to be
able to work competently in his own field.
To remind
US
where the problem lies, Kapp says that "the fact
remains that the majority of economists tend to derive
their conclusions from a concept of man which isolates
one particular motif of human behavior and makes it
the basis of their deductions.
By using the fiction
of the 'economic man' we gain in precision what is
lost in significance and relevance for prediction.
••• to shift
so-called non-economic aspects of
behavior to other disciplines such as sociology, poli
tiCS, or psychology does not help the economist in his
task
of
explaining
human
action
and
predicting
economic developments ...... 15 In fact there are three
fields of study that Kapp considers to be indispens
able for the economist:
"The only disciplines that
can claim to have made any headway in the analysis of
social structures and institutional interdependencies
are cultural anthropology, social psychology, and per
haps sociology.
It is from these disciplines that we
expect the greatest contribution to the emergence of
an integrated science of man in society ... 16
Fourth, there is the need to break away from a
discipline-oriented approach and to choose specific
problem-areas which lie at the crossroads of integra
tion and humanization.
In his own work as an econo
mist, K. William Kapp's choices in this respect are
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obviously
fundamental.
They
are
social
costs,
economic
development
and
ecology.17
This
choice
illustrates the logical coherence between an epis
temo logy whi ch pIa ces t he accent on the humaniz a t ion
of science and the integration of knowledge and a
research
program which
deals
with
the
impact
of
contemporary industrial development on human beings,
with
the
neglect
of
basic
human
needs
in
poor
countries and with the damage done to humanity by the
profligate use of the world's resources.
In some ways, Kapp's epistemology remains incom
plete.
Other authors have raised many more issues
involved in the integration of knowledge, notably Jean
Piaget,18 and there have been attempts at defining a
unity of science that specifically includes all the
natural sciences as well. 19
Kapp, however, has prob
ably gone further than other scholars in this subject
in dealing with the problem of humanization.
In this
context, he shows himself well aware of the danger of
lapsing into the kind of anthropocentrism that has
been precisely at the root of a widespread domineering
attitude towards nature and thus a principal reason
why environmental devastation has so often resulted
from human activities.
Humanization of the social
sciences is thus, in Kapp's view, in no way a ration
alization of environmental malpractice, nor an excuse
for redefining the desirable results of a new social
science as more efficient ways of exploiting nature.
An adversarial relationship between nature and hu
manity is an undesirable consequence of human prac
tices and cannot be the basis of a new formulation of
human needs or societies.
Universalism is
another
trap
into
which
the
defender of a humanistic ideology may fall.
When we
speak of "human nature," do we mean that all people
have the same aspirations, the same needs and the same
values?
Kapp certainly does not share this point of
view.
He defines human nature by what it is not: man
is essentially different from the animal world. 20
But
from there on we need to recognize cultural diversity
in human societies.
Kapp acknowledges the diversity
of individuals in each society in spite of a clear
awareness of the processes of acculturation.
There is
"ample room for variability" and no doubt about the
"diversity of behavior within the general framework
shared by all members of the culture.,,21
Subse
quently,
variations
between
societies
are
also
stressed: " ••• the social sciences must remain skepti
xix

cal of
all explanations which
tend
to attribute
primary potency
to one
allegedly
predominant and
universal human motive or need."
And further on:
"There
have
been
many
unsuccessful
attempts
by
philosophers, biologists, and social sCientists to
define the structure of human motives and the pattern
of human action by formulating monistic principles of
great simplicity.
The social scientist must resist
this temptation to find in a monistic principle the
key which will open every door to the understanding of
man ••• ,,22
Just as Kapp doubts the ability of the
economist. to make the socio-psychological behavior of
individual consumers a valid variable in his analysis
(or criticizes the exclusion of this variable by
considering it as "given"). he does not accept that
cuI turally different societies can be studied in a
"neutral- way, i.e. without having researchers falling
into the trap of considering their concept of ration
ality more or less consciously as the norm according
to which the behavior of other peoples should be
measured.
Kapp has undoubtedly set the stage for more work
on the integration and humanization of the social
sciences.
However, the major question we should now
ask ourselves concerns the areas of research that
should be given priority in order to meet the demands
of a new social science epistemology, with new values
underlying research and stricter professional ethics
imposed on scientists.
Some of the very early concerns of K. William
Kapp, not always taken seriously by colleagues of his
generation and even younger scientists. are now emerg
ing as the central preoccupation of others.
In a
document previously referred to, the United Nations
University outlines the objective of one of its major
projects as follows:
"The problem to be explored in
this research project is how to arrive at a deeper
understanding of the new paradigms of development cur
rently emerging, relating development to the satisfac
tion of human needs, material and non-material; seeing
development as human development, the development of
man, conditionedbY'""" social development, the develop
ment
of
social
structures
at
the
international,
national and local levels -- at the same time being
highly sensitive to factors of cultural diversity and
ecological constraints."
And further on:
-The goals
are
listed
under
four
headings:
securitI.
welfare, f reedom and ide ntity
touching on politi
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cal, economic, socio-cultural and psychological dimen
sions of development. HZ3
This may sound very general
and, indeed, utopian, but one may hope that some of
those
dealing
with
development
will
measure
the
difference between this vision and the one that has
been
at
the
basis
of
national
and
international
development policies over the past thirty years.
The
project shows that some of Kapp's very early ideas
about development, such as the satisfaction of basic
human needs, are now at the core of serious debates on
development.
On the broader issues relating to the future of
the social sciences, what questions should anthropolo
gists, social psychologists and sociologists in par
ticular study today to help economists make
their
discipline
more
relevant
in
terms
of
satisfying
material and non-material human needs? Could values be
determined for defining the professional ethics of
scientists which could be applied to various disci
plines without forcing researchers from different cul
tural backgrounds to use the same tools and criteria
in very diverse social environments?
Where do we
stand
in overcoming
the effects of
a
traditional
positivistic
epistemology
without
losing
the
advantages of contemporary research techniques?
Are
increasing abstraction or formalization of knowledge
and the use of such devices as the computer making
science more inhuman?
Are we doing too many poorly
conceived,
but
mathematically
oversophisticated,
projects?
How can basic needs be fulfilled for all
human beings without destroying the environment?
In
other words,
what
is
the
future
of
the
emerging
research area called eco-development?
Do we know
enough about economic behavior in different types of
societies?
After we have acquired some knowledge
about the social costs of industrial production, and
private enterprise
in particular,
could we
relate
them operationally to the social benefits resulting
from an alternative life style? K. William Kapp asked
these questions throughout his writings; they demand
at least attempts at answers in what promises to be a
troubled yet challenging future.
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CHAPTER 1

ECONOMICS AND
THE BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES

SUMMARY

As long as economics is conceived as a purely formal science of human action

(praxeology) the basic concepts and findings of such behavioral sciences as
psychology, sociology and cultural anthropology will be considered as irrelevant
for economic analysis. However, if economics is considered as an empirical
(substantive) science which starts from actual human needs and places man's
dependence upon and interaction with his natural and social environment in the
center of its investigation, the basic concepts and conclusions of the behavioral
sciences cannot be dispensed with.
The question then arises as to the proper method by which the results of one
field of inquiry can be utilized in another. Such integration is possible only if we
find or formulate common denominator concepts sufficiently broad to contain and
cut across the subject-matter of several social disciplines. Which particular con
cepts are likely to prove useful for a "substantive" science of economics depends
upon the nature of the central research problems of contemporary economic
analysis. Smce these germinal questions of modern economics are all related to
the bellavior of social groups and of individuals acting as members of structured
social entities the basic concepts and findings of social psychology and cultural
anthropology are likely to prove most useful for the substantive-empirical eco
nomist.
Having outlined the major concepts which have proved helpful in the analysis
of group decisions and the individual-group relationship the article concludes by
setting forth the thesis that a substantive science of economics must be conceived
from the very outset as an integral part of a science of man and culture. Such a
.. humanization" of economics would have the task of placing the living human
being once more in the center of economic· analysis ,and, at the same time, would
provide a starting point for the solution of the urgent task of integrating our
contemporary knowledge about man and culture.
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K. WILLIA~I KAPpl

Economics and the Interdisciplinary Problem
The question of the relationship between economics and other be
havioral sciences such as anthropology, psychology and sociology
admits of two basically different answers depending on one's con
ception of the nature and scope of economics. If economics is con
ceived as a pure science which derives its theoretical conclusions from
the logical analysis of apriori postulates (subject to direct verification
by introspection) no useful purpose can be served by an attempt to
integrate economics with those behavioral sciences which operate
with concepts and hypotheses whose content and validity is at least
in part given a posteriori and hence subject to indirect confirmation
or refutation by empirical factual observations. Such an explicit
denial of any connection between economics and the empirical be
havioral sciences is in harmony with the views of those economists
for whom economics is the central and most important part of a
general science of human action or choice (hence "praxeology").
Thus, in the words ofL. VON MISES (p. 49)1:
"The scope ofpraxeology is the explication of the category of human action.
All that is needed for the deduction of all praxeological theorems is knowledge
ofthe essence of human action. It is knowledge that is ours because we are men;
no being of human descent that pathological conditions have not reduced to a
merely vegetative existence lacks it. No special experience is needed in order to
comprehend these theorems, and no experience however rich, could disclose
them to a being who did not know a priori what human action is. The only way
to a cognition of these theorems is logical analysis of our inherent knowledge of
the category ofaction. We must bethink ourselves and reflect upon the structure
of human action. Like logic and mathematics, pra.xeological knowledge is in
us; it does not come from without."

In other words, a science of economics which aims at a universal
theory of human action derived logically from introspectively verified
postulates, makes unnecessary and, indeed, meaningless the task of
taking notice of the growing body of.knowledge in anthropology,
psychology and other behavioral sciences. In fact, if we regard ecoI.

See bibliography at the end of this paper.
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nomics as a pure science of choice concerned with the explication of
human action on the basis of introspectively verified postulates (such
as the existence of a scale of preferences and an intrinsic rationality
in adapting means to ends in accordance with a given preference
scale) it would occupy a unique position among the various social
disciplines in as much as its postulates are directly verified and neither
call for, nor admit of further validation. That is to say there can be
no relationship between a pure science of economics and other be
havioral sciences because the two are concerned with entirely differ
ent types of inquiry.
In fact, even if the basic postulates concerning human action are
considered to have at least in part an empirical basis the analysis of
human behavior in the light of a given preference system and the
maximization principle enables the economist to avoid any commit
ments to the findings of the behavioral sciences. For as Duesenberry
(p. 15) pointed out, the preference system analysis "in its present
form ... is a more or less deliberate attempt to sidestep the task of
making psychological assumptions. It has the advantage that it allows
one to avoid getting out on a psychological limb which may collapse
at any moment". Thus, whether we believe that our postulates con
cerning human behavior are verified by introspection (and hence do
not require any further confirmation "from without") or whether we
believe that the postulates rest, at least in part, on an empirical basis
but consider it unnecessary to make inqiIiries into the motivation of
the individual, the system of deductive theorems arrived at will
possess only a minimum of factual content and the question of its
predictive signifi'cance for concrete empirical situations is likely to
remain problematical"no matter how great the precision and certainty
of its theoretical conclusions.
If, on the contrary, economics is conceived as a science operating
with concepts, hypotheses and generalizations which are subject to
confirmation or disconfirmation by empirical observations, it is not
only possible but necessary to utilize in economic analysis the findings
ofother sciences dealing with human behavior. In fact, ideally speak
ing, it would be necessary, and indeed essential to relate to and to
base such an empirical science oftheoretical economics upon a science
of man and human behavior as it may ultimately emerge from the
combined findings of anthropology, psychology and sociology. This
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was the methodological conviction which all classical political eco
nomists shared with the originators of a secular social science as it
emerged from its formative stages. Grotius, Pufendorf, Hobbes, Locke,
Quesnay and A. Smith were all agreed that a science of politics and
political economy could be erected only upon the foundation of a
concept of man and human behavior. And such is still the general
methodological orientation of all those economists who are working
in the tradition of either the historical or the holistic school of eco
nomics associated with such names as Schmoller, Veblen, W. C.
Mitchell, Spiethoff, Schumpeter, K. Polanyi, Katona and many
others. For these economists it has always been axiomatic that eco
nomic science must go beyond the purely formal explication of the
logical character of the means-ends relationships. In order to be
relevant for the interpretation of actual relationships and sequences
of events under concrete historical and institutional conditions eco
nomics must be "substantive" in the sense of taking its departure
from man's actual needs and his dependence upon and interaction
with his natural and social environment (K. Polanyi). Such a
"substantive" empirical science ofeconomics must utilize the findings
ofthe behavioral sciences in the formation of its basic premises.
The nature of such an empirical science of theoretical economics
differs substantially from that of a system of economic theorems de~
ductively arrived at from introspected valuations and axioms. It
neither aims at nor achieves universal validity and absolute certainty;
its factual content and empirical significance are always subject to
further validation and revision in the light of new findings of the
empirical behavioral sciences. For, such a science of economics can
never be absolutely certain of the validity ofits conclusions since new
findings concerning human behavior may invalidate or qualify its
basic premises and call for new formulations. Its realism and empiri
cal relevance are therefore bought at the price ofa tentativeness of its
conclusions which it shares with other empirical knowledge. Just as
our contemporary cognition of the structure of the physical universe
lacks the universality and absolute certainty ofclassical physics, ec~
nomics as an empirical social science stands ready to revise its con
clusions in the light of new empirical observations and findings.
The last 20 to 30 years have witnessed new departures in the study
of man and great advances in the scientific interpretation of human
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behavior. These new developments-no matter how tentative the
propositions of psychology, anthropology and sociology may still be
at the present time-call for a careful survey of the findings of these
behavioral sciences from the point ofview oftheir specific significance
for economic analysis. Such a survey would enable the empirical
economist to assimilate to his reasoning and to the conduct of his
specialized inquiries those results of the behavioral sciences which
are relevant for economic analysis.

Methods of integration
Obviously, the first question which calls for an answer is how one
assimilates the findings of another discipline or for that matter of a
group of related sciences to one's own work? This is a question of
method and cognition which must be answered before the inter
disciplinary problem between empirical economics and the newer
behavioral sciences can be approached. Once the general method of
integration is agreed upon it would be necessary to determine which
of the findings of anthropology, psychology, sociology etc. are of
particular relevance to economic theory. Obviously not every finding
of these behavioral sciences is likely to be of equal significance for
the conduct of economic research. The question calls for an answer
from the point of view and in the light of the specific research tasks
of contemporary economic analysis.
Turning first to the urgent and important question of the method
of assimilating the results of the newer sciences of human behavior
to economic analysis, it appears that much could be learned from a
general survey ofthe mannerin which such assimilation (integration)
has taken place in the past. For example it would be important to
show how earlier attempts of establishing a secular system of social
knowledge proceeded from the concept ofthe "natural man", human
behavior and natural law. For even if we can no longer accept the
particular concepts of man and human behavior which Grotius,
Pufendorf, Hobbes, Locke or Adam Smith utilized in the erection
ofa system of economic and political knowledge, the basic methodo
logical procedures of these early social scientists have not lost
their significance for the solution of the contemporary inter
disciplinary problem. Furthermore, it would be ofinterest to indicate
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how the earlier political scientists (including the classical political
economists) made use of the general modes of thinking and of the
basic concepts and findings of the physical sciences. Much is, of
course, known about the manner in which the natural sciences have
influenced the various social disciplines. Much more could still be
learned from a systematic inquiry into the cross-fertilization of the
various branches of knowledge in the past.
Ajudicious reinterpretation of the history ofsocial thought as part
of the general stream of thought both from the point of view of their
continuous cross-fertilization and their final specialization and com
partmentalization is likely to yield results which may be directly
relevant for the contemporary problem of interdisciplinary coopera
tion and integration in the social sciences. Such a reinterpretation
of the history ofsocial knowledge would have to pay special attention
to the role of analogical reasoning in the history of social theory and
will finally have to concern itself with the merits and limitations of
various current proposals for the integration and unification ofsocial
knowledge
Among these proposals the following seem to be ofspecial interest:
Integration in terms of a so-called "deeper dimension" of a new
Weltanschauung; integration by historiography; integration by inter
departmentalized research on specific problems; unification of know
ledge in terms of a common methodology and unified scientific lan
guage; integration by reduction and the use of analogies and finally
the unification of knowledge in terms of common (integrating) con
cepts. The author believes that the most fruitful approach to the
interdisciplinary problem between economics and the behavioral
sciences consists in the search for and employment of common de
nominator concepts or of integrating constructs which because of
their comprehensiveness contain and cut across the subject-matter
of several disciplines 2 •

2. The epistemological problems raised by such an approach to the inter
disciplinary problem have been investigated by NORTHROP (1950), MARGENAU
(1950) and KLUCKHOHN (1950) and with special reference to the problem of the
integration of social knowledge by the writer in a forthcoming study entitled

Toward !! Science of

~

in Society, The Hague, 1961.
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